High-resolution topography of Gusev crater using CTX data (Mars)
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ABSTRACT

High-resolution Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) of Mars are both limited and crucial for studying surface processes. The available DTMs generated from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) and High-Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) data offer limited resolution for working on a metre scale. The MER-A mission’s exploration of the Gusev crater was based on the data provided by MOLA and HRSC. However, with the introduction of the stereoscopic images obtained by the Context Camera (CTX) on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), it has been possible to generate topographic data with greater detail, significantly improving the MOLA and HRSC data. This has resulted in the generation of new DTMs with a resolution of ~5 m/pixel. Comparative analysis of these CTX DTMs with the MOLA and HRSC data provides an updated perspective of the Gusev topography and its geological features. The prominent advantage of using CTX stereo images lies in their wide coverage, as they have mapped 99.9% of the Martian surface. This wide coverage allows the creation of high-resolution models that will prove invaluable for future studies and missions.
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Methodology

In this study, the processing of these images is carried out with the Isis pipeline, a software toolkit for processing and analyzing images and photometric data. The mroctx2isis tool converts the images obtained by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter into .cub files. Spiceinit provides spacecraft camera positions, body shape, and body illumination files to Isis. The mroctx2isis tool converts the images into the input format for stereo (IMG. to .cub). The mroctx2isis tool converts the images into .cub files. Spiceinit provides spacecraft camera positions, body shape, and orientation to calculate ground positions.

Introduction

Mars has been 99.9% mapped by the context camera (CTX) (Malin et al., 2007) on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), which provides images with a resolution of ~5 m/pixel, essential for mapping work. However, Mars currently lacks the highest-resolution digital terrain models (DTMs) due to the high computing resources required for their processing. DTMs generated at such resolutions have primarily focused on regions of interest for future missions. Many of these available DTMs have been produced by multiple research groups. Utilizing data collected by the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument on board the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), a global terrain model of Mars was created with a resolution of 200-400 m/pixel (Smith et al., 2001; Laura and Ferguson, 2016). Data obtained from the High-Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) instrument on the ESA’s Mars Express mission also created to terrain models with a resolution of ~75 m/pixel (Gwinner et al., 2016). Nevertheless, both terrain models have limited resolution for metric-scale investigations of the Martian surface within the Gusev crater region (Fig.1).

Gusev Crater, located at 14.64°S and 175.36°E in the southern hemisphere of Mars, has a diameter of ~166 km. This crater was the landing site of the MER-A NASA mission in 2004. The rover Spirit’s investigations primarily focused on seeking clear evidence of past water presence on Mars.

Research performed this new generation of DTMs using Isis and ASP commands (Fig.2). The pre-processing of these images is carried out with the Isis tools, to convert the images into the input format for stereo (IMG. to .cub). The mrcsb2isstool converts the images into .cub files. Spiceinit provides spacecraft camera positions, body shape, and orientation to calculate ground positions.
(LAT/LON) and photometric angles. Ctxcal performs radiometric corrections for both stereo images. Ccheonodd removes the effects that occur in the par/im-pair bands of the context camera.

The ASP tool cam2map4stereo calculates the minimum overlap between the two images to project the two images. The default is a sinusoidal projection (Beyer et al., 2018). Depending on the location of the images on Mars (poles, hemisphere, equator), a more suitable projection can be assigned.

ASP’s bundle_adjust tool, which is based on non-linear least squares algorithms (Ceres Solver algorithm), iterates through a least-cost function to minimize the triangulation error between the camera positions and the thousands of pixels in the scene previously generated (Beyer et al., 2018), reducing the error between the back-projected pixel location and its actual location on the surface (Triggs et al., 2000), avoiding distortion of the images as much as possible.

The parallel_stereo tool processes the stereo images that have been previously corrected, producing an output point cloud for each image, which can then be further processed into a mesh for display. The steps executed by parallel_stereo is described below:

**Preprocessing:** normalize the two input images, identify the points of interest (pixels), match both images while calculating the convergence angle for this stereo pair.

**Stereo correlation:** Generates an image where pixels describe their position in all three axes (LAT/LON/ELEV) and the horizontal and vertical displacement between the stereo images. The stereo algorithm distributes the process between this and subsequent stages (Beyer et al., 2018).

**Blending:** Uses a sub-pixel refinement algorithm to adjust the valid pixels generated in the previous stage. This generated pixel uses as reference the eight neighboring pixels to perform the correlation between the pair images (Beyer et al., 2018).

**Sub-pixel refinement:** Performs a filtering of outliers and matching errors generated by the previous step. Pixels may be invalid due to large differences between the two stereo images (e.g., quality and resolution of the images, smooth surfaces with a low signal-to-noise ratio).

**Outlier removal:** Performs outlier filtering and, in turn, fills holes using inpainting algorithm (Xia, et al., 2008), which identifies areas in the image that require filling or restoration. These areas are filled from neighboring pixel information, which extracts features such as textures, colors, and gradients, which will be used to guide the filling process.

**Triangulation:** Generates a 3D point cloud from a previously filtered and corrected scene by intersecting rays traced from the cameras, describing the 3D location of each matched pixel for each image (Beyer et al., 2018). Using the nearest neighbor algorithm, the pc_align tool aligns the point cloud with a reference DTM (e.g., MOLA, HRSC) by means of least squares. The point2dem tool takes the point cloud and generates a DTM in GeoTIFF format, which can then be exported for viewing and working within a GIS environment.

**Results**

With these new CTX’s DTMs we have compared a series of morphologies. In all cases, we have obtained more detailed information about the topography of this crater.

**Fig. 1.- Digital elevation models available for Gusev crater. A) DTM MOLA (400 m/pixel). B) DTM HRSC (400 m/pixel). C) DTM MOLA-HRSC (200 m/pixel). Gusev crater diameter: ~166 km. See color figure in the web.**

**Fig. 2.- The workflow for processing CTX stereo image pairs and DTM output.**
On the surface of Gusev Crater, there are ridges extending across the surface, generally oriented in a north-south direction. Grin and Cabrol, (1997) suggested that these ridges result from rotational currents beneath a paleolake within Gusev in glacial periods. However, they do not provide evidence of "rotational" orientation changes around Gusev (Milam et al., 2003). Some points along these ridges rise as much as 200 m above the surface of Gusev and extend for several kilometers. In the CTX DTM, maximum elevations of -1850 m have been extracted, whereas the MOLA DTM records elevations of -1837 m (Fig. 3.A). This new CTX DTM preserves the morphological characteristics of the CTX image, obtaining more information on/about these features in comparison with the MOLA and HRSC data. With these updated topographic data, we can gain a more detailed understanding of the morphology of these ridges.

Other morphological features observed on the surface of Gusev crater include small impact craters (<10 km diameter), in contrast to larger craters like Thira (~20 km diameter) or Gusev (~166 km diameter). In CTX images, we can discern their morphological characteristics such as shape and size, but we lack more detailed topographic data, such as crater depth and the slope of inner walls. The available MOLA and HRSC data do not provide insights into the topographic characteristics of these features. To the W of the MER-A landing ellipse is the Crivitz crater, a complex crater due to its morphological characteristics (French, 1999), making unique within Gusev crater (see fig. 3.B). Although Crivitz crater has been mapped in studies by Kuzmin et al., (2000) and Milam et al., (2003), it lacks a detailed description. This crater has a diameter of ~6 km, with a circular morphology and characteristic central peak. Our CTX DTM obtains great results when compared to the topography recorded by MOLA and HRSC (fig. 3.B). In the CTX DTM a topographic profile has been plotted, where we have extracted the height of the central peak, with values of -2307 m. In the DTM MOLA and HRSC we do not have this information, so the CTX DTM provides us with much more information, an invaluable source of additional information that even reshapes our understanding of the morphology of this specific crater.

![Fig. 3.- Reconstruction of the high-resolution topography of the Gusev crater using CTX images and comparison with available data. The topographic profiles correspond to MOLA topography (black colour) and CTX DTM (red colour): A) Gusev crater ridges. B) Crivitz crater. C) Channeled shapes. As we can see, in all the images we obtain better results in the CTX DTM with respect to the HRSC and MOLA DTM. See color figure in the web.](image-url)
To the SE of the main crater, near the delta, channel-like morphologies are visible (see Fig. 3.C), likely shaped by the action of some fluid in the past. Kuzmin et al. (2000) suggest that these morphologies correspond to fluvo-lacustrine deposits. Milam et al. (2003) identify these channel-like features as the contact between morphological units (ETm-WRm units as described in their study). These channel-like morphologies measure between 100 m and 500 m in width. The lowest elevation of these channels is -1790 m, with a depth of ~40 m relative to the outer edges at -1750 m (see Fig. 3.C). As a result, we observe that these DTMs provide higher resolution and better delineation of the morphology of these features compared to MOLA and HRSC data. With this new topographic data regarding the depth of these channel-like features, we can know deeper into the study of how these channels were formed, where water likely played a significant role.

Conclusions

Our new CTX DTMs, with a resolution of ~5 m/pixel, provide detailed topographic information for Gusev crater. This information is unavailable in the MOLA and HRSC datasets due to their limited spatial resolutions (200 m/pixel and 400 m/pixel, respectively). These high-resolution datasets allow for a more comprehensive exploration of the surface’s topographic details, especially those at a metric scale, including channel-like formations, crater floors, and features such as ridges, as discussed in the results section. One of the primary advantages of these CTX DTMs is their faithful preservation of the morphological characteristics observed in CTX images, in addition to obtaining new topographical data. When comparing the elevations calculated in the three geological features compared between the MOLA and CTX DTMs data, we see that there is no great disparity between the topographic data (~15 m), as the MOLA data has a vertical accuracy of ± 1.5 m. We consider that this new DTMs can help to perform more new detailed surface studies in the Gusev area. They offer a fresh perspective on the surface processes taking place within the crater, as well as the geological features that exist.

Data availability

The CTX stereo images are available in the database Planetary Image Locator Tool of the Planetary Data System (PDS) node. The Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS) and Neo-GeographyToolkit/StereoPipeline (ASP) software can be found in the GitHub repository. The code used as well as the generated data can be obtained from the author of this article.
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